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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- The mid-market buyout segment is characterised by a number of attractive 
features.  Most notably, these include a large, fragmented market, transactions 
that are less intermediated and more relationship-led, greater opportunities for 
value creation, and lower reliance on leverage.

- Exposure to the mid-market is an important component of any private market 
portfolio.

- Mid-market private equity funds demonstrate the potential for attractive
risk-adjusted performance with upside potential and lower leverage leading to 
contained loss rates.

- There is a large universe of managers targeting the mid-market, with the 
segment demonstrating a wider historic return dispersion compared to large 
buyout funds. Manager selection is therefore of the utmost importance. 

The private equity middle market consists of businesses that are often innovative,
growing and more agile than larger private or public companies. Since these form the
backbone of the global economy, it follows that they form an important part of any
private market portfolio. Below, we define the middle market, examine its characteristics
and look at how general partners (GPs) create value within it.
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THE BIGGER PICTURE – BUYOUT FUNDS ARE CONTINUING TO GROW

Over recent years private equity assets under management
have grown rapidly. According to a McKinsey estimate, they
reached $6.3 trillion in 2021.1 Within that, capital flowing into
funds over $5 billion has increased materially. Buyout
fundraising data from Pitchbook shows that such funds

accounted for 44% of raised capital in 2022, up from 18% in
2015.2 The recent fundraising environment has been nothing
short of record breaking, with almost all of the largest funds
back in the market in 2021 and 2022.

Source: Pitchbook. Data shows US and European buyout funds only.
There is no assurance that any trends highlighted above will occur or continue in the future.
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WHAT IS THE MIDDLE MARKET?
There is no uniformly accepted definition of a mid-market
business, and it often varies by geography. It is generally
considered that mid-market companies have enterprise
values (EVs) between $100 million and $2 billion. We view the
lower mid-market to be between $100 million and $250
million EV, core mid-market between $250 million to $1 billion
EV, and upper mid-market between $1 billion and $2 billion.

Mid-market companies have different characteristics to larger
companies. They are often less well established, have higher
customer concentration, and lower geographic and product
diversification. Operationally they are often less
professionalised with simpler corporate structures. As the
middle market comprises smaller and more agile businesses,
however,  their growth rates are typically higher. There is also
much greater scope for both organic and inorganic
expansion.

A LARGE AND FRAGMENTED MARKET
In the US, there are over 200,000 mid-market companies
collectively generating an estimated 40% of GDP3. Similarly in
Europe, a study using a narrow definition of the mid-market
found that there are over 25,000 mid-market businesses
contributing 30% of GDP4.

The middle market is large, fragmented and underpenetrated
by private equity. Less than 5% of mid-market companies are
backed by a financial sponsor. As a result, private equity
funds that target the space benefit from a broad universe of
investment opportunities and lower competition than the
large buyout market. This means they can afford to be highly
selective.
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A LOOK AT VALUATION MULTIPLES
Given the middle market’s size and fragmented nature, it is
naturally less intermediated with greater potential for bilateral
discussions. It is also more relationship-led, allowing GPs to
track companies for longer and to build a preferred position
with management teams and sellers.

In Europe, family-owned businesses make up a particularly
large part of the lower middle market – around 60% of
European businesses are family owned3. Selling to a private
equity sponsor as part of a succession plan becomes less

about price maximisation and more about finding the right
partner. In Europe, many such companies hold prominent
positions in local communities, so passing them to  suitable
custodians is often the biggest priority.

Ultimately, these dynamics result in lower entry multiples on
average for mid-market private equity investors. For example,
data provided by Pitchbook shows a clear and growing
differential in valuation multiples between transactions below
$500 million EV and those above that level.

Source: Pitchbook. Data shows US and European buyout funds only.
There is no assurance that any trends highlighted above will occur or continue in the future.

LOWER LEVERAGE IN THE MIDDLE MARKET
The middle market has historically been less well-served by
banks and other lenders. Its management teams also tend to
be more conservative with financial risk and less
sophisticated in terms of financing. As a result, mid-market
businesses typically have lower levels of debt on their
balance sheet than their larger peers.

Mid-market buyout transactions also use less leverage on
average. As shown in the graph below, median debt multiples

for lower mid-market buyout deals in the US are consistently
below the market average. In part, this is driven by the lower
leverage in the business prior to the transaction. However,
because investors enter into investments at lower entry
prices than other parts of the market, and typically have more
operational initiatives available to them to drive value, they
are able to deliver strong returns without reliance on high
leverage.

Source: Pitchbook. Data shows US and European buyout funds only.
There is no assurance that any trends highlighted above will occur or continue in the future.
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VALUE CREATION IN THE MIDDLE MARKET
Mid-market businesses typically have more scope for
operational improvements than those at the larger end of the
market. Whilst businesses in the middle market are usually
relatively established, stable and profitable, they are often
earlier in the corporate lifecycle, less sophisticated, and led
by smaller management teams that do not have the capacity
or expertise to carry out more complex operational initiatives
on their own. As a result, there is a clear opportunity for
mid-market investors to support businesses with strategic
initiatives and operational excellence. Further, given the lower
penetration of private equity in the middle market, there are
often simple operational initiatives that would have already
been implemented had a business already gone through the
hands of a financial sponsor, which can be used as quick wins
to drive growth.

Focusing on operational improvement
Over the years, private equity managers have increasingly
focused on operational improvements to drive value. This
trend has been consistent both in the large buyout market
and the mid-market. Although initially only seen with well
funded large buyout managers, over the last decade many
established managers in the mid-market have set up

dedicated operating teams. These consist of professionals
with deep strategic and operational expertise that are
dedicated to operational value creation, during both
investment due diligence and the investment hold period.

The high touch operating approach that leading managers
apply to their mid-market portfolios is focused on building
professionalised and well-structured category leaders of
scale. Ultimately this serves to create attractive targets for
larger buyout managers.

For mid-market investors selling into the well-capitalised large
buyout market, greater competition and more efficient,
intermediated processes typically result in higher valuation
multiples than they paid at entry, known as multiple
expansion. This serves to generate an even greater return for
the seller, on top of the operational value creation that has
already taken place.

Selling into the large buyout market also frequently provides
greater exit optionality, with the potential for a sale to a
strategic acquirer, to a private equity sponsor or in some
cases through an initial public offering.

Source: Analysis by Boston Consulting Group of 1980-2012 deals data.

There is no assurance that any trends highlighted above will occur or continue in the future.
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VALUE CREATION IN PRIVATE EQUITY
OPERATIONAL VALUE DRIVERS

Organic
● These are operational initiatives to drive revenue

growth and margin improvement without the use of
mergers and acquisitions (M&A). Common organic
value levers include enhanced sales and marketing,
product pricing optimisation, refocused research
and development, management enhancement and
improved cost management.

● Although organic value creation initiatives are
deployed in both large and mid-market buyouts,
mid-market businesses are typically more agile and
can undergo more rapid strategic shifts. This lets
investors focus on driving top-line revenue growth.
There are also often simple operational initiatives
that can be used to professionalise businesses and
drive margin enhancements. Large buyout investors
typically focus more on cost optimisation, as well as
making more gradual strategic pivots.

Inorganic
● These involve using M&A to drive growth and

margin improvement. M&A can be transformational,
by acquiring a business of a similar size that
dramatically changes the overall organisation, or it
may involve an add-on, acquiring a smaller business
to complement the original portfolio company. M&A
is commonly used to expand geographic presence,
add new product lines, or reduce costs through
vertical integration, providing a more rapid
step-change in revenue growth. Synergies
generated through a transaction can also lead to a
more efficient organisation with a lower relative cost
base.

● Mid-market businesses are smaller and less complex
than their larger peers. For this reason,
transformational M&A is easier to execute. Add-on
M&A is also common, as the middle market is highly
fragmented and provides a large universe of smaller
target companies. Large businesses typically focus
more on add-on M&A, acting as an established
platform into which they can integrate smaller
businesses.

NON-OPERATIONAL VALUE DRIVERS

Multiple expansion
● Investors generate value by selling the business at a

higher valuation multiple than it was acquired for.
This can be the result of market valuations
increasing generally, or for a reason specific to the
transaction, such as  running a more competitive
auction process at exit. Add-on M&A frequently
generates multiple expansion. By acquiring smaller
add-on businesses at lower valuations, a private
equity fund can reduce the effective entry multiple
they have paid overall, and sell the combined
business at a higher valuation multiple. This
generates a return even before any value creation
initiatives.

● By buying businesses in a structurally less
competitive market, and potentially selling into the
more competitive market for large businesses,
mid-market investors commonly drive returns in part
through multiple expansion. Further, given that the
mid-market is highly fragmented, the universe of
add-on target companies is large, and thus a
buy-and-build strategy leading to multiple expansion
is common.

Financial engineering
● This occurs when Investors partially fund an

investment with debt, and then use cash generated
by the business to pay this down throughout the
investment hold period.

● Larger businesses, often with more stable revenue
bases and defensible positions as market leaders,
are often able to support a greater level of leverage.
As a result, financial engineering is a greater driver
of returns in the large buyout space than in the
mid-market.

Our analysis of mid-market investments demonstrates that value creation is
generated primarily through revenue growth, and secondarily through margin
improvement and multiple expansion.
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MIDDLE MARKET FUND RETURNS OUTPERFORM
Mid-market private equity funds show clear potential for
outperformance. Considering US mid-market buyout funds
from 2010 to 2019, the median performance was marginally
higher than that of large buyouts. The potential for
outperformance is more evident at the top-quartile threshold,
however. There, the differential grows to 2.7% IRR, a material
gain.

Notably, the bottom-quartile threshold is lower for mid-market
funds, demonstrating the greater level of risk investors take
on by investing in smaller businesses. Mid-market companies
are typically earlier in their organisational development, and
are more susceptible to risks such as customer concentration,
reliance on key employees, or lack of reliable operational and
financial reporting. However, there is a clear imbalance
between the top quartile and bottom quartile; in this case
mid-market buyout outperforms large buyouts by 2.7% at the
top quartile threshold and underperforms by 1.4% at the
bottom quartile.

Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
re.
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CONCLUSION
Titanbay believes mid-market private equity exposure is an
important component of a well-balanced private market
portfolio. It provides differentiated exposure to a part of the
market that – unlike the mega buyout space – is less
correlated to the health of debt and equity capital markets.
Mid-market investors  benefit from a market that is structurally
less competitive, where they can create value through
operational change and where businesses are less reliant on
debt. There is also potential for lower entry multiples and
multiple arbitrage upon exit.

Within the mid-market, there are also spectrums of risks and
opportunities offered from the lower mid-market to the upper
mid-market - from smaller country-focused funds to larger
regional funds. Different types of businesses can be targeted
that offer different types of risk and return potential.

With this variety comes a wide dispersion in returns, making
manager selection and robust, institutional due diligence of
the utmost importance. Investors must focus on established
managers with long track records delivering top-quartile
returns across market cycles, many of which are hard to
access for smaller private markets investors.

TITANBAY SELECTION
In combination with a broad view of the mid-market private
equity universe, our highly selective, institutional investment
process results in a robust pipeline of leading mid-market
funds.

Titanbay looks for established, tenured and stable teams with
outstanding operational capabilities and long, successful
track records across multiple market cycles. In particular,
among fund managers Titanbay looks for the following key
characteristics.

● Low team risk, driven by a collaborative firm culture
without reliance on any single individual.

● Well-distributed economics and a high GP
commitment, resulting in strong alignment of interest
between GP and LPs.

● Sector-aligned teams providing deep understanding
of target markets.

● Operational resources, such as internal operating
specialists or exclusive and well-aligned industry
advisors.

● The capability to drive international expansion, an
important factor in value creation

● Add-ons featuring as part of the strategy, providing
rapid strategic changes, growth and multiple
arbitrage through accretive M&A.
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MARKET MAPS
Market maps show Titanbay’s qualified universe of mid-market funds. The universe of managers is large, with broad dispersion in
terms of strategy, geography and fund size.

NORTH AMERICA MID-MARKET BUYOUT MAP

Overall, private equity is most established in the US compared to other regions, and this carries through into the middle market.
There is a large universe of target funds, the majority of which focus on the US, although a number also complete investments in
Canada. Funds tend to be larger than in other geographies.

EUROPE MID-MARKET BUYOUT MAP

The middle market is established in Europe, benefiting from a large universe of family owned businesses in many large European
countries. Larger funds tend to complete investments in multiple countries or on a pan-European basis, whereas smaller funds are
able to remain focused on niche markets and single countries. Titanbay believes Northern and Western Europe, as the most
established markets, contain a larger universe of highly attractive mid-market managers.

ASIA MID-MARKET BUYOUT MAP

Private equity is showing strong progress in Asia, and the middle market will provide attractive investment opportunities for many
years to come. However, this market has historically lagged behind the US and Europe, and thus the universe of funds Titanbay
considers to be of institutional quality is smaller.
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ENDNOTES
1. McKinsey Global Private Markets Review 2022
2. Pitchbook. Data considers US and European buyout funds only.
3. Source: Middle Market Centre - The Market that Moves America, Oct.  2011.
4. Source: EVCA - European Mid-Market Private Equity: Delivering The Goods, Eurostat, February 2017.
5. Source: Rothschild & Co. - Why the US middle market is attractive for Private Equity Investors.

Important Disclosures

This material has been prepared by Titanbay Ltd and its
affiliates (together, “Titanbay”) and is provided for information
purposes only. This document is directed at professional
investors and qualified investors who have sufficient
knowledge and experience to understand the risks of
investing in private market investments.

This material should not  be construed as legal, tax,
investment advice or an invitation, general solicitation,
recommendation, an opinion regarding the appropriateness
or suitability of any investment strategy, or offer to buy, sell, or
hold any investments or securities offered on or off the
Titanbay investment platform. The views, opinions and
estimates expressed herein constitute personal judgments of
certain members of the Titanbay team based on current
market conditions and are subject to change without notice.
This information in no way constitutes Titanbay research and
should not be treated as such. Any forecasts, figures,
opinions or investment techniques and strategies set out are
for information purposes only, based on certain assumptions
and current market conditions and are subject to change
without prior notice.

All information presented herein is considered to be accurate
at the time of production unless otherwise stated and has
been prepared from sources Titanbay believes to be reliable.
No representation or warranty or guarantee, express or
implied, is given as to the truth, accuracy or completeness of
the information or opinions contained herein and material
aspects of descriptions contained in this material are subject

to change without notice. No reliance may be placed for any
purposes on the information or opinions contained in this
material. Titanbay is not responsible for any error or omission
in this material, nor do we accept liability for any losses
arising from its use. Non-affiliated entities mentioned are for
informational purposes only and should not be construed as
an endorsement or sponsorship of Titanbay.

Investments in private placements and private equity
investments via feeder funds in particular, are complex, highly
illiquid and speculative in nature and involve a high degree of
risk. The value of an investment may go down as well as up,
and investors may not get back their money originally
invested. Investors who cannot afford to lose their entire
investment should not invest. Past performance, including
simulated performance, is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. For private equity investments via feeder funds,
investors will typically receive illiquid and/or restricted
membership interests that may be subject to holding period
requirements and/or liquidity concerns. Investors who cannot
hold an investment for the long term (at least 10 years) should
not invest.

Titanbay Ltd is an Appointed Representative of Brooklands
Fund Management Limited which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference
number 757575.

Copyright Titanbay 2023.
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